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Abstract: Since the 1970s, electronic voting (e-voting) has evolved, offering efficiency and reduced errors, but faces challenges 
in security and accessibility. Blockchain technology emerges as a disruptive force with potential to fortify e-voting systems. 
Voting is fundamental to democracy, yet concerns over reliability and accessibility persist. E-voting, while introduced to address 
these concerns, remains costly and centralized. Blockchain’s decentralized nature holds promise for overcoming these 
challenges. This study introduces e-Vote, a blockchain- based voting system designed for privacy, accessibility, and security. 
Leveraging Ethereum’s blockchain and smart contracts, e-Vote offers a scalable framework for university level elections. 
Utilizing cryptographic techniques such as homomorphic encryption, e-Vote ensures voter privacy. Our implementation, tested 
on Ethereum’s Testnet, demonstrates usability, scalability, and efficacy. Successful integration of e-Vote requires two key 
components: the Election Commission, managing elections and candidates through smart contracts, and the voter’s module, 
enabling individuals to cast ballots for their respective constituencies, with each ballot recorded on the blockchain to prevent 
tampering. 

I.      INTRODUCTION 
Voting democratically is fundamental to every nation, but it’s time to modernize the process with digital technology. Digital voting, 
whether through electronic machines at polling stations (e-voting) or web browsers (ivoting), offers conve- nience but raises 
concerns about security. Blockchain tech- nology, a distributed ledger system, holds promise for rev- olutionizing elections. 
Features of blockchain-based e-voting systems include secure voter registration, anonymous voting, and verifiable vote counts. The 
immutability of the blockchain ensures tamperproof results and enhances accessibility by allowing voters to cast their ballots 
remotely. By leveraging blockchain technology, e-voting systems can address security vulnerabilities and improve the integrity and 
accessibility of elections, ushering in a new era of democratic participation. 
 
A. Blockchain-Powered Web Application for Secure Remote Voting: Addressing Electoral Integrity and Logistical Challenges 
The project’s overarching goal is to create a web application harnessing blockchain technology for remote voting, with a core focus 
on upholding the integrity of the electoral process and mitigating logistical hurdles inherent in traditional polling mechanisms. By 
capitalizing on the decentralized and tamper- resistant nature of blockchain, the application aims to fortify the security and accuracy 
of each vote, thereby addressing the vulnerabilities inherent in centralized voting systems prone to hacking and manipulation. Central 
to this endeavor is the facilitation of remote voting for individuals possessing valid citizenship in their respective countries, thereby 
democratizing the electoral process and enhancing participation. Moreover, the project seeks to confront critical issues such as data 
integrity and security, which have been persistent concerns in existing voting systems. In tandem, the initiative endeavors to 
leverage blockchain’s capabilities to streamline the voting process, alleviate the burden associated with physical polling stations, 
and extend the franchise to non-resident citizens through online platforms. Beyond its immediate objectives in the realm of electoral 
governance, the project also aims to deepen understanding of blockchain principles and explore its versatile applications across a 
spectrum of industries, thereby catalyzing broader technological innovation and societal advancement. 
 
B. Decentralized Technologies and Blockchain 
1) Ethereum: Ethereum is a decentralized blockchain plat- form for running smart contracts, developed by Vitalik Buterin in 2013. 
2) Smart Contract: Self-executing contracts with terms written into code, allowing for automation of digital contracts on a 

distributed blockchain network. 
3) MetaMask: A Chrome extension serving as an Ethereum browser, enabling users to interact with decentral- ized apps and smart 

contracts. 
4) ERC20: A common type of token on Ethereum repre- senting fungible assets, often used for value transfer within the 

ecosystem. 
5) IPFS: A distributed file-sharing system used for storing data in a decentralized manner, ensuring data integrity and im- 

mutability. 
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6) Ether.js: A JavaScript library for interacting with the Ethereum blockchain, used for making transactions and calls to smart 
contracts. 

7) React.js: A JavaScript library for building dynamic user interfaces, suitable for creating responsive interfaces in e- voting 
systems. 

 
C. Motivation for a Decentralized voting platform 
The motivation for a decentralized voting platform stems from the pressing need to address the shortcomings and vulner- abilities 
inherent in traditional centralized voting systems. Centralized voting systems are susceptible to various forms of ma- nipulation, 
including hacking, tampering, and fraud, which can undermine the integrity and fairness of elections. Furthermore, centralized 
systems often lack transparency and accountability, leading to concerns about the accuracy and reliability of election results. 
By transitioning to a decentralized voting platform, several key benefits can be realized. Firstly, decentralization enhances the 
security and resilience of the voting process by distributing data across a network of nodes, making it more resistant to tampering 
and manipulation. Additionally, decentralized platforms can increase transparency and auditability, as all transactions and operations 
are recorded on an immutable blockchain ledger, accessible to all stakeholders. 
Moreover, decentralized voting platforms promote inclu- sivity and accessibility by enabling remote voting options and eliminating 
geographical barriers to participation. This can lead to higher voter turnout rates and greater democratic engagement among citizens. 
Furthermore, decentralization fosters trust and confidence in the electoral process by empowering voters with greater control over 
their own data and ensuring that their votes are counted accurately and securely. By leveraging emerging tech- nologies such as 
blockchain and cryptography, decentralized voting platforms offer a promising solution to the challenges facing modern electoral 
systems, paving the way for more transparent, secure, and inclusive democratic processes. 
 

II.      SOFTWARE DESIGN & METHODOLOGY 
A. Software Design 
A project plan is a blueprint for the procedures the project team plans to use to accomplish the project’s goals. It combines many 
crucial elements of this process, such as its scope, timeliness, and related hazards. Between the members of the project team and the 
reviewers, the project plan may be seen as a kind of ”contract”. 

 Fig. 1 Iterative model of SDLC 
 
It outlines the steps that will be taken to accomplish the goals as well as who will be responsible for what. It also supports a variety 
of other crucial project management tasks, such as predicting and estimating, weighing alternatives and making decisions, and 
controlling and monitoring performance. 
 
B. Process 
In the initial phase of development projects, thorough planning is essential to outline specifications, identify software or hard- ware 
requirements, and prepare for subsequent phases. This phase lays the groundwork for the project’s progression. Following the 
planning phase, an analysis is conducted to determine the appropriate business logic, database models, and other necessary 
elements. The design stage establishes technological specifications such as programming languages, data layers, and services to 
fulfill the requirements identified during the analysis. With planning and analysis completed, the implementation and coding 
processes commence. The first iteration of the project includes all planned, specified, and designed elements that have been coded 
thus far. After coding and implementing the initial iteration, thorough testing processes are undertaken to identify and ad- dress any 
defects or issues that may have emerged during development.  
Upon completing all preceding phases, a comprehensive evaluation is conducted to assess project progress. This evaluation enables 
the project team, along with clients and stakeholders, to review key components such as requirements, scope, schedule, resources, 
quality criteria, and communication plans. 
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C. Flowchart 

Fig. 2 System Flowchart 
 
1) Admins deploy the smart contract to the blockchain. This transaction creates the contract and makes it available for use. 
2) Admins add voters and candidates to the smart contract. This transaction ensures that only eligible voters can participate in the 

election and that all candidates are properly registered. 
3) Admins start the voting event. This transaction opens the election to voters. 
4) Voters cast their votes in the smart contract. This transaction updates the blockchain with the voter’s selected candidate. 
5) The smart contract checks the contract condition. This condition is typically a set amount of time that has passed since the 

election started. Once the condition is met, the voting event ends and the smart contract automatically processes and updates the 
blockchain with the results. 

6) The voting result is displayed to the public. 
 

III.      IMPLEMENTATION 

 Fig. 3 Home Page 
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Fig. 4 Admin Page for candidate registering 
 

 
Fig. 5 Voter page for registration 

Fig. 6 First Pseudo Code for application 
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Fig. 7 Second Pseudo Code for application 

 
IV.      CONCLUSION 

A. Conclusion 
Trustworthy voting is a cornerstone of democracy, requiring public confidence in the electoral process. Traditional paper- based 
elections often lack credibility and need modernization. Digital voting technologies can make elections more affordable, efficient, 
and accessible in contemporary culture. These technologies normalize voting, reduce the gap between voters and officials, and 
encourage democratic engagement. The project’s goal is to establish a blockchain-based electronic voting system using smart 
contracts for secure, cost-effective, and private elections. Future plans include developing specialized voting client designs for roles 
like election commissions and party-affiliated candidates. Overall, the project seeks to enhance democracy by improving the 
transparency and efficiency of the voting process. 
 
B. Discussion and Future work 
In the future, efforts will be made to explore the integration of the Paillier cryptosystem as a Solidity library. This change has the 
potential to streamline the verification of each vote within the current system. 
Additionally, incorporating the Paillier library into Solidity would simplify the process of generating new private and public keys for 
each ballot. This step is crucial in developing a transparent e-voting system with end-to-end verifiability. 
To establish trust in e-voting systems, we are enhancing existing blockchain-based infrastructure with an additional layer dedi- 
cated to ensuring provenance. This added layer is integral to our goal of building a trustworthy e-voting solution. 
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